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7.1

INTRODUCTION

Physics, as you know, is an experimental science. h y hypothesis or theory proposed in
physics (as also in other sciences) has to stand the test of observation and experiment. The
raw data obtained horn observations and experiments has to be analysed and interpreted
systematically. It is in this area that the concepts of probability theory and statistics which
we developed in Units 5 and 6 find prolific applications.
In this unit you will learn abqut correlation analysk and regression analysis. These are the
most notable tools used in the interpretation of statistical data, particularly when we have to
investigate relationships between two or more variables. Using correlation analysis we can
establish the strength of linear association between two variables. Regression analysis
allows us to determine the quantitative relationship between variables. The method of least
squares is a very useful technique for establishing such relationships. You will also learn
about it in this unit.
As a student of physics you have performed many experiments. And you would know that
in every measurement an element of error is involved. In the last section of the unit we have
discussed the statistical theory of errors. You will learn to estimate errors in the measured
value of a given physical quantity.

Objectives
After studyitig this unit you should be able to
colnpute the correlation coefficient for given data
@

a

use the method of least squares to fit the regression line for given data
estimate the standard error of the mean for random errors and compute the best value of
directly and indirectly measured quantities,

7.2

CORRELATION ANALYSIS

Can you recall some experiments from your school science courses? What was the objective
of performing these experiments? You were essentially investigating some phenomena or
verifying certain laws by establishing relationships between thevariables involved. At some

stage in your curriculum you must have performed experin~entswith a silnple pendulum.
This experiment has also been included ill our first level physics laboratory course
PHE-03 (L).If you have taken this course, you would recall that in doing the experiment
you are required to determine whether or not the time period of the pendulum depends on its
mass of the bob and amplitude of the swing. And if it does, what is the exact
quantitative relationship between the associated variables?

his situation can be generalised. In physics, and in nearly all other scientific studies, the
phellomena to be investigated usually involve many variables. And the basic ail11 of an
investigation is to find the quantitative relationship between these variables. For the simple
pertdulurn, it is also possible to obtain a theoretical expression for its time period, in terms
of its length and acceleration due to gravity. (You call apply Newton's laws of motion to the
system and obtain it.) But at advanced levels, particularly in exploratory research, often we
do not have a ready theory specifying the relationship belwe'en variables. In such a situation
we would first like to know whether or not there is any association between the variables
and then determine the exact quantitative relationship between them.
AS an example, let us consider a problem froin the ongoing research on disturba~icesin solar
Obsexvations of a series'of photographs of the sun's surface show that the
pattern of brightness at the sun's surface changes drastically every 5 minutes or so. For
llleasuring the brightness a line is sl~ecifiedon the sun's surface. The intensity of light is
measured at certain points along this line on each photograph of the sun's surface. Table 7.1
gives these measurements at five points along one such line drawn on the photograph of the
sun's surface. The first row of numbers gives the initial brightnesses. These are measured in
a standardised manner so that the brightness at a point is measured as a departure froin the
mean. This standardising gives these numbers the property that their average is 0, and the
average of their squares is 1. (In this table the i~urnbershave been rounded off and the
averages do not work out exactly.) The second and third rows give the brightnesses a few
seconds and a few minutes later.

Table 7.1: Brlghtness measurements a t various points o n the sun's surface a t various
times
Points
3

Time

2

1

4

5

t1

1.5

0.5

0

-0.5

-1.5

*2

1.4

0.7

0

-0.7

-1.4

t3

1.0

-1.4

0.4

-0.1

1.0

.

The question now is to find out whether the brightnesses measured at various points of time
are related. How do we do it?
It is here that statistics comes to our aid. It provides us with the useful tool of correlation
nnnlysis to find out whether a relatioilship exists or iiot between a given set of variables. We can
know the extent of the relationship between the variables by determining the correlation
coefficient for the given data. In Unit 5 you have seen that the correlation coefRcient is given by

where each pair of values occurs only once.

As you know, the correlatioi~coefficient is a measure of the degree of linear association
between two variables. As given by Eq.(7.1), rm always has a value betweell +l and -1. A
value of rW close to +1 or -1 indicates high correlation. Correlation is considered low when
rm is close to zero.
Let us now determine the correlation coefficient for the first and second set of brightnesses
given in Table 7.1.

-n1 1x

1

1

1

and - y are zero, n
n
brightness measurements, we obtain

Since

,

1x

1
n

and -

1y 'are 1 for the standardised
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Correlating thc first set with the third gives

You can see that the first and second set of measurements are highly correlated, whereas the
correlation between the first and third set is negative but very close to zero. What does this
correlatioi~analysis of the measureinents tell us about the solar atmosphere? Let us first
interpret the values of the correlation coefficient. The high positive correlation tells us that
the bright points on one photograph correspond to the bright points on the other. A high
negative correlation ineans that the bright points on one correspond to darker points on the
other. And zero correlation means we can say nothing about one set by looking at the other,
That is, such sets are unrelated. From a larger set of these measurements it was found that
the correlation coefficient decreases towards zero without becoming negative. Its value is
reduced to about 112 in an interval of five minutes and to less than 114 in ten minutes.
We present here the possible explanation of these results, emerging from an analysis given
by scientists working in this area: It is known that intensely hot vapour fotlnations are
spread unevenly in the solar atmosphere - the hot and cool areas cover hundreds of
kilometers and their outlines are roughly hexagonal. This pattern is called granulation and
the hexagonal shaped elements are called granules. Granules are, in fact, bubbles of hot gas
welling up from the centre of the sun and disturbing the outer layers. The gas is so hot that it
emits radiation in the visible region. The above correlation analysis of the brightness
measurements of the emitted radiation suggests that, at random times averaging about 5 min
apart, new granules appear and gradually cool. Each granule is replaced by another at the
next random time. If the cooling is slow, and the replacement is slow in coming, the
correlation coefficient goes to zero slowly. If a replacement comes faster, it goes to zero
rapidly. This explanation is in close agreement with other available facts and
measurements.
Do younow appreciate how this simple statistical tool iinds application in areas of advaliced
research? Would you like to apply it to s0m.e measurements? However, before you compute
correlation coefficient for a given set of data, you must understand some basic concepts about it.
Firstly, you must l~nderstandthat rmis an indel(;number whose value indicates the strength of
only the linear relationship between thk two random variables X and Y. Curvilinear relatioilship .
between variables, however strong it may be, need not be reflected in the correlation. The sign
of rxu indicates the direction of the relationship: a high positive value of rxu indicates that high
values of one variable correspond to high values of the other variable, and low .values of one
correspond to low values of the other. A negative rxumeans just the opposite: as the values of
one variable increase, the values of the other variable decrease (or vice-versa).

An easy way to get an idea of the type of relationship and the correlation between two
variables is to plot one against the other. Such plots are called scatter diagrams. Scatter
diagrams exhibiting various degrees of correlation are shown in Fig, 7.1.
Although correlation coefficient is usually the first number that is calculated when we are
given several sets of measurements, we must take great care in interpreting the results. You
must always remember that the correlation coefficient indicates only the extent or degree of
linear relationship betweell two variables. It does not tell us anything about the causal
relationship. Thus, a high correlation between two sets of numbers does not indicate a
cause-effect relationship. Two variables that may appear to have a high positive correlation
may not even be directly associated. So even if you f i ~ da high correlation between two sets
of variables Xand Y you should not immediately conclude that change in one variable
influetlces (or causes) change in the other. In scientific experiments, you will have to take
Into consideration all factors that influence Ybefare arriving at any wnclusion.
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+ 1.00, d l values fall on a
Fig. 7.1 : Scatter diagrams showing various degrees of correlation. (a) For rn
straight line showing a direct relationship; (b) for r n - l.(K), the values again fall on a strnight b e
showhg an inverse relutiunship. For both (a) and @), knowing one variable, we can predict the other; (c) no
trend is found in the variation d X and Y; (d) and (e) there is a substantial correlation between X and Y;(0a
low degree olrelationship yields low rm

-

.

Let us now work out another example on computation of correlation coefficient.

Example 1
The hcat capacity of liquid sulphnric acid was measured at various temperatures yielding
the following set of data:
heat capacity (ill calPC) :
temperature (in "C)

0.38

0.39

0.40

0.41

0.45

0.46

50

100

150

200

250

300

Compute the correlatiol~coefficiei~trdw
Solution
Let X represent the telnperature and Y, the heat capacity. We arrailgc the data ha tabular
forlll alld compute raw as follows:

Using Eq.(7.1) we have
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88.5

-

l
@
i
T
x
j
m
=

0,96

This suggests a high degree of positive correlation.
You must now solve an SAQ to practice computing the correlation coefficient.
SAQ 1

Spend
10 min

The measurements of surface tension of water at various temperatures are given in the
following table.

T ("C)

10

20

30

40

50

60

Y (dynes an-' )

74.0

73.0

71.0

70.0

68.0

66.0

.Calculate the correlation coefficient for this data.
Once we have determined the correlation coefficient for a given set of data, we know that
the variables are related. But the correlation coefficient does not specify how the variables
are related. To determine the quantitative relationship between variables, we make use of
another tool of statistics - the regression analysis. Once a relatioilship is found in the form
of an equation, we can use it to predict the value of one of the variables if the value of the
other variable is known.

7.3

REGRESSION AIVALYSIS

We will restrict our discussion to the case of two variable linear regression. The term
linear signifies that a straight line describes the average relationship between the two
variables. Our aim is to predict or estimate the value of one variable for a given value
of another variable using regression analysis. The variable to be estimated is called the
dependent variable. The variable that presumably causes variations in the dependent
variable is termed the independent variable. Let us denote the dependent variable by y
and the independent variable by x. As the first objective of linear regression, we must
obtain the equation of a straight line (called the regression line) that describes the
average relationship between the dependent and the independent variables, In regression
analysis we use the notation

for the equation of the regression line. The constants a and b are called the regression coe88cienb.
You may wonder why we use the notation instead ofy. To find the answer, let us consider
the data given in Example 1. When we obtain the regression equation for the data, w e may
wish to estimate the heat capacity of sulphuric acid at 220°C.We can obtailt the required
estimate by substituting x = 220°C in-thecorresponding regression equation. However, it is
quite possible that the value of y obtained from Eq. (7.2)does not agree with its observed
value, if a lneasureinent is made at 220°C.Thus a different symbol y is used to denote the
estimated (or predicted) value of the dependent variable.
The question now is: How do we draw the regression line? For example, consider the scatter
diagram shown in Fig. 7.2. We can draw more than one line to fit the data. How do w e
know which one of them gives the best fit to the data?
Statisticians use a method for determining the equation which best fits a given set of data.
Let us study this method, known as the method of least squares. It applies not only to
linear relationship but to curvilinear relationship also. This is the most widely used
curve-fitting technique in statistics.
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Fig. 7 . t More than one straigl~tline cn11hc drawn to fit t11isdata.

7.3.8 The Method of Least Squares
Let us first consider the proble~liof fitting a regressioil Iiue to a given set of data. Wheacver
we draw an estimated regression line, not all poine will necessarily lie oa it. Some may lie
above it and some rnay be below. The difference bctwcc~ially point a~idthe corresponding
point on the regressioll linc is called the (vertical) deviation from the linc. It represents the
difference between what we predicted and what was actually observed or measured.

111ederivation of Eqs.(7,3a,b) is as
follows: Let F (o, b ) denote the sum
of squarcd deviations:
F(fl,b)

Fig. 7.3: Difirence between y values and the fstimated regression line,

-2

Study Fig. 7.3 to understa~~d
this statemetit. Here AB represents the estimated regressioi~line
for y and x. Let 0 be the observed value correspondi~~g
to the predicted value P on the line.
Then the curve for which the sui~lof tbe squares of thc difference d between the observed
and the predicted value is a mi~iimurn,is called the best- fitting curve.
Since we are considering a linear relationship, the regression line is the sfraiglrt line that
best fits a set of data points nccording to tlie least-sqrlarescriterion. We state here the value
coefficie~~ts
obtained froin the least-squares method.
of the regressio~~

Regression Equation
The equation of the estimated regression line is

y

=

a+6x

a~ (0, b)
aa

-

IF
0,; i ~(a,
; h)

-

0

which gives
-2C0.-n-bx)-

and

-2Zxb-a-b.r)

0

-0

Simrlgfing these equations weget

C y - ttn+b E

x

snd

xyr-

(7.3a)

and n is the number of pairs of data points

axx+bxx2

These are termed the nurmnl
equations.
Solving for o and b we get the
required result.

where

I

in the

F(n,b)
~ y - a -b.t)'since
F(a,b) should bc a minimum, we
impsc the conditionsthat

The method of least squares deter~~lines
the regression line in such a way that the sun1 of
the squares of these vertical deviations is as snlall as possible.

n

- 1b'-h2

Substituting o + br for
above equation gives

1

Note: The equation of the regressio~~
lii~eis called the regression equation. The proof of
Eq(7.3) is given in the margill along its side.
We can use Eqs. (7.3a) and (7.3b) to estimate the values of y for given values ofx.
However, remember that f)tevalues ojy can be estirntlted only for tl~o,se
values ofx wltich b

within tl~erange of the given set of data. Urc cannot rrse time eql/utionsto atrnpolatey values.
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and

Thus, the equation of the regression line for the data given in Exarnple 1 is
A

y = 0.36 + 0.0003 x
You may like to quickly work out the regression equation for a given set of data.

Spend
5 min

SAQ 2

Determine the regression equation for the data of SAQ 1.
We hope that you have not formed the impression that the method of least squares applies
only to straight lines. We can even fit a polynomial of any degree m ( < n ) to a set of n data
points using this method. We can also fit linear functions of the form y =
aixiand the
non-linear functions which are reducible to linear forms. It is not our intenti011here to go
into the details of these applications. If you are interested in these details, you may study the
mathematics courses entitled 'Probability and Statistics' and 'Numerical Analysis'.

I:

If the data seems to fit a curve other than a straight line we can use some transformations to
obtain a linear regression, We suminarise in the table below some trailsformations which
you.can carry out to fit a given set of data to a straight line.
Table 7.2: Some useful transformations to linearise.

The form of the function
relating y and x
Expoilential : y = ce bX

-

Power : y

cx

d

b
Reciprocal : y = a + X

Hyperbolic fullction :
x

y = -c + &

Transformation

Form of linear regression
equation

y ' = lily

y o = a+bx

y o = logy,x0 = logx

y'

x

4

1

y

= -

=
=

a+bx*

a+bx*

X

.

Y = ?1x .

- 1-

y' = a + b x *

X

We will now illustrate the method of least squares with the help of an example.
Example 2
The pressure of a gas corresyonding to various volumes Vis measured, yielding the following data

Fit the data to the equationpVY= C.
Solution
r

Let us take the natural log of both sides of the equation:

pv Y = C

I

We obtain the linear model:
Inp=InC-yInV,

*

[

I

k

I
Y

J

We can draw up a table in the following form:

v2

V

P

In v

I ~ P

(~n

50

64.7

3.91

4.17

15.288

1(In V) (lnp ) - 72.221
From Eq. (7.3) the regression coefficients are

and

Thus, the regression equation ispV

-'"' 2676445
=

Fig, 7.4 : Prrssurc and vdume data of Example 2 and (he m i o n curve fitting the dab,

The pressure, volume and the fitted regression curve are shown in Fig. 7.4.
So far we have discussed how the regressioit equation is fitted to a set of data and can be
used to get an estimate of the dependent variable. When we predict the value of the
dependent variable from a regression equation, the question naturally arises: "How
dependable is the estimate?"That is, how close or how far the value of the dependent
variable is from its actually observed value. For this we need toknow the standard error of
estimate which determines the differences between these values. Let us discuss it now.

7.3.2 The Standard Error of Estimate
We can get an idea about the error by looking at the scatter diagram and the correlation
coefficient When the data pints are closely spaced around the regression line (i.e., axrelation
is high), it is logical to assume that the estimate will be more dependable. At estimate based
on a regression line where the spread is greater, or correlation is low, will be less reliable.
So we need a measure of the extent of the spread or scatter of the points around the regression
line. The smaller this measure is, the more dependable will the estimate be. This measure is
termed the standard error of estimate. It is, in reality, the standard deviation that measures
the scatter of the observed values around the regression line. The only difference is that the
standard deviation is measured from the mean, while the standard error is measured from
the regression line. There are two basic assumptions underlying this idea:
(i)

For each value of x, there is a set ofy values that is normally distributed about the
regression line (see Fig. 7.5).

iJrobabilityand
statistics

Fig. 7.5 : TIICussu~~~piions
underlying the concept of standard error of estimate.

(ii) There is the salnc a~uountof variability around the regressiol~line at each x , is., the
slalidard devialio~ioCy values is the same for all x values.

where; is the estimated value, y is tlie observed value and n is the total nu~ilberof poilits in
the set of data. In cony~utings,, it is easier to use the following formula:

where n and bare the regression coefficients give11by Eq.(7.3b). You can readily verify that
s, = 0.04 for the data of Exalilplc I which indicates a good fit.
You should now attenlpt an SAQ to check whether you have grasped thcse colicepLs or not.

Spend
10 min

SAQ 3

A Inass M is suspeiided fro111 the centre or a steel bar supported at its eads. The deprcssio~l
y is measured by lilealis oTa dial height indicator. The followil~greadings are obtained:

Calculate the best value of Lhe slope and the stalidard error of estimate for y.
Before llroceeding further you may like to stop for a while and reflect 011 what you have
studied so far. Thus far we have iutroduced you to two tools of statistical analysis:
correlation alialysis and regression annlysis, which go hand in halid in statistical h~terpretationof
data. These two 1001s have been developed to study and measure the statistical relationship
between hvo or more variable. We have restricted our study lo the linear relationship
betweell two variables. Using correlation analysis, we aim to measure the strength or '
closeness of the linear relatioliship betweeli the variables. Regressioli analysis enables us to
describe the quantitative relatiouship between the variables. Thus, it enables us to estimate
the values of one variable fro~nthose of the other. The lilethod of least squares is a very
useful statistical technique for this purpose. By colnputi~igthe standard error of estimate we
can also h o w how deyelidable the estililated value is, In summary, wc can say that
regression analysis asks "What is the pattern of the relatioliship betweell the variables?"
And correlation analysis asks "How strong is the relatioliship betweell the variables?"

I

Having ilitroduced you briefly to correlatio~iand regression analysis, we now turn our
atte,ntio11to anather applicatioli: the statistical theory of errors.

SO

I
I

1
I
I

I
I

i.

ii
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7.4

THE STATISTICAL TMEORY OF ERRORS

Scientific investigations rely heavily on experiments. As you know experimental
investigations essentially involve measurement. Most of the magnitudes used in scie~itific
investigations result, directly or indirectly, from measurements. But measurements are never
perfect. For example, look at the following table. It lists the measured values of the speed
of light by various workers at different times:
Investigator

- Year
1875

Cornu

1880

Michelson

1883

Newcomb

1883

Michelson

1926

Michelson

Speed
-- of light (c) in km s-'
299 990

*

200

299 796

*

4

What do these results tell us? These results tell us that no experimental measurement yields
the exact value of the ~neas'uredquantity. All measureinelits are inaccurate to some extent.
It is, however, important to make a reasonable assessme~itof accuracy of the measurement.
We would, after all, like the difference between the measured (or observed)value and the
'true value' to be as small as possible.
You will note from the table that Michelson's experimental resull of 1926 only tells us that
the value of the speed of light lies so~ilewherebetween 299, 792 km s-' and
299, 800 km s-l. The present day accepted value of velocity of light is
299,792,459.0 + 0.08 m s-'.
Notice that the result is still not exact, though the esti~tiatederror of observation
( * 0.8 m s-') is very small. By definition, the error of observatio~iis Ihe difference
between the true value and the observed (measured) value of a physical quantity
Error = (True value) -(Observed value)

(7.5)

You may be wondering: How do errors arise in experimental investigations? The next
section will help us answer this question.

7.4.1 Types of Errors
Errors arise from a variety of reasons. They may be due to the limitations of the observer,
the measuring instruments used, the method used or some changes in external factors, such
as atmospheric temperature, vibrations, or disturbalice in power supply etc. It is customary
to classify errors of observation as either systen~aticor random, although it is not always
easy to distinguish between the two.
Systematic error
A systematic error is one that is due to a definitely identifiable cause. Under given
conditions it affects a measurement in a regular way. If it is constant it affects all
measurements and shifts them by the same magnitude. For example, if the zero reading in a
measuring instrument (say, an ammeter) has bee11wroligly set, there will be a systematic
error in the measurements. Again a stop-watch ru~iningslow or fast will produce a
systematic error. Systematic errors may be subdivided into three kinds:

'here are quite a few instances of
systematic enors introduced in
otherwise well performed
experments. A classic example ws
poWinthemeasvwmt of
eleclronic charge by Millikan. 111
Millikan's oil drop experiment, it is
n e c e q to know the viscosity of
air. Millikan used the value of the
viscosity of air measured by
Marringtonwhich contained u
systematic error. As a result, the
value of eobtaiaed by Millikan was

1.

Instrument errors are th&e resultilig from i~nperfectionsin a measuring instrument,
as due to the stop-watch mentioned above.

2.

Natural errors arise from change in ambient conditions. For example, temperature
changes may cause expansion of metals, electrical i~istrumentsmay be affected by Compare it with the present value
external magnetic fields, and so on.

3.

Personal errors result from the physical limitations of an observer. For example, while
measuring the time period of a pendulum, an observer might press the stop-watch a bit
early or a.bit late.

Systematic errors ~ieednot be revealed by repealed observations. The safest course for an
experimenter is to regard the~nas effects to be discovered and eliminated.

Probability and
statistics

t

(b)

T
Fig. 7.6 : (a)Random errors distributed around t h e m e value; (b) combination of syste~~~atic
and
random errors. T indicates the true value.

Random e r r o r
Random errors arise due to unknown reasons, which cannot be controlled by the
experimenter. For example, s~nallirregularities in the motion of the pcndulu~nmay cause
variations in successive measurements and may be regarded as random errors. Rando~n
errors are just as likely to be positive as ne,gative and their magnitudes can vary. In the
absence of s)rste~uaticerrors, the random errors cause successive readings to spread about
the true value of the quantity (Fig. 7.6a).If, i addition, a systematic error is present, the
readings spread about some displaced value. (Fig. 7.6b)

In the context o f errors, you should also learn to distinguish between the terms accuracy
and precision. A measurement is said to be accurate if it is relatively free fro111syslentatic
errors; it is said to be precise if the rando~nerror is small.
Having learnt about various types of errors and how they arise, you would wish to know
how to ~nillinlisethem and estimate their magnitude. You have just studied that systematic
them. This, of
errors call be reduced only by recognising their causes and eliminati~~g
course, requires considerable skill and experience on the experimenter's part. However,
we can detect and miili~niseralrdol~lerrors by re.peating the measuremenis of a quantity a
errors call be estimated by statistical methods. Lestus
number of times. Further, ra~ldoll~
now learn these methods. Yo11 will first learn how to estiinate rando~nerrors when a single
quantity is be.ing measured in experiment.

7.4.2 Estimation of Random Errors for a Single Variable
Suppose a physical quantity is measured n times yielding the values

A t the outset let us assunle that there is no systelnatic error in the measurements. Although
w e have only n actual measurements, let us imagine that we g o on maki~lgthe
nieasureiklellts s o ihat we end up with a large nuinberN. We call this hypothetical se.t of a
very large ilulnber of readings a distribution. Our actual set of n ineasuremel~tsshould be
regarded a s a raildo111 sample take11 froin the distribution of N measurements. We then
define a fuilctioil f ( x ), ~ I I O W Ias
I the distribution Function, such that f ( x ) dx gives the
probability that a single ineasurelnellt take11at random from the distribution will lie in the
interval x and x + dx. In other words f ( x ) is a probability distribution.
Froin Unit 6 you would recall that nlost experilnental observations obey the normal (or the
Gaussian) distribution given by Eq.(6.7):

f(x)

1 1
=a

= --

[- $1

(x-7)

wberex represents the value obtained from a single measure~nent,Y represents the lllean of
the distributioi~and a is the standard deviation ofthe distribution.

I

,'l
X
Fig. 7.7 : The Gailssian distribution obeyed by most experin~entalobservations

You would recall
- that the r~onnalcurve is sylmnetric about the meall and its ll~axilnulnvalue
occurs at x = .r. LI other words, the most probable value ofx is 7.Thus, the best value of the

52

quantity being measured is the arithmetic ~ n e a n?of the nieasurernents defined as

The standard deviation a is a measure of the spread of thc observatioris (Fig. 7.8). It is

(a)
(b)
Fig.7.8: Distribution filnctionfor (a) a precise set of measuren~entshas a smaller value of a; and (b) an
imprecise set of measurementshas a large value of a

According to the normal distribution for a set of readings with mean;, rougllly two thirds
of the readings should lie between * a.However, you would note. that we, are coi~sideriirg
a randoin sample of a limited number ( n ) ol'measuremeots froin a large (infinite) number
of n~easureinentsto which the norll~aldistribution refcrs. And it is u~llikelythat tlie ineali of
ollly n values would exactly equal the lneall of an illfinite number. Moreover, a different
salnple of n values would in general have a different mean. We,,therefore, also need to ask
how the lneans of various samples of n values are distributed. Thus, we define another
quantity called the standard error in the mean a,:

x

where omis a measure of how reliably the sample mean indicates the ineali of the infinite
number. Whereas a reyreselits the error in a single measurement, a, represents the error in
the mean of n measurements. The final result of tlle measurement is written as

x =Y*um

(7.9)

This result implies that, in the absence of systelilatic error, the probability that the true value
of the quantity lies in the range
2a
, ) is about 213.

(x

So far we have, theoretically defined the quantities a and a, that are tile measures of the
error in the single lneasurelnelit and in the mean. The next questioli to ask is: How do we
determilie them Goln actual measurements? We will now discover the answer to this question.

Determination of a and a,
Consider a set of n measurements .XI, x2, ...,.,x,. Let thc error in the i Ihreading be
e; = xi -st

(7.lOa)

where x, is the true value of &e quantity, which is unknown. The error in the meail Em is

T h best estimate of a is [ ( l / n )

1e: I"'.

But since the errors eicome from the true value

x, they are not known. So how do we find a?A way a r o u ~ ~this
d diffia~ltyis provided by

introducing the residuals:
The residual di of the ithmeasurement is defined by

.

Unlike the error, the residual is a known quantity and we can relate it to a and a,.
From Eqs. (7.10a) and (7.10b) we l ~ a v ethat

-

x i - x = ei-Em

(7.12)

Probability end

x d : = ~ ( x ~ - z= )~ ~ ( e i - ~ ~ ) ~

statistics

2

= ~ e i ~ - 2 ~ , ~ e i + n ~ m

or

[.,. x e i = x ( x i - x l )

xd'Z=~o~-n~:

=

n (I-x,)

=

(7.13)

4

Now from Eq.(7. lob)

Thus, Eq. (7.13) yields

For large values of n, the sum of the cross prodi~clsof the errors becomes very small
compared to ( n - 1 ) o Hence, we get

'.

From Eq. (7.8) we obtain

So when we are given a sample set of ineasurements for a single variable, we can
reaso~~ably
assume that the larger set, froin which the sample is taken, follows the normal
distribution. Then the mean of the sample (Eq. 7.7) is the best value of the unknown
magnitude and cr,gives the standard error of the mean. The final result is quoted as

Remember that in arriving at Eq. (7.16) we have assumed that there are no systematic
, for a given set of data.
errors. Let us now compute Z and a

Example 3

The resistance of a coil of wire (in SZ ) was measured to be 4.615,4.638,4.597,4.634,4,613,
4.623,4.659,4.623. Calculate the best value of the resistance and the standard error of the mean.
Solution
We calculate the mean of the sample and the residual of each measurement and use
Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15). The calculations are tabulated below:

0

1 x 0.002442 = 0.000044, and
=-

56
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u, = .007

Therefore, the best value of the resistance is
( 4.625

k

0.007 ) S2

You should now work out thc following SAQ to compule the error in a given set of
measurements.
SAQ 4
The number of a -particles, N, emitted per minute from a uranium sample were mcasured to
be 36076,35753,36116,35884,36136,35741,35640,36124,36076. '

Calculate the best value o f N and the standard error in the mean.
In the previous section you have learnt to estimate the random error in the measurement of a
single variable. In most experilnel~tswe do not measure a physical quantity directly. The
desired quantity is a function dother qua~ltiliesand only they are measured. For example,
you may have determined the Young's modulus for the material of a beam in the first
physics laboratory course. Recall that it is given by Y = --WL , where W is the load on
46bd3
the beam, 6 the depression at the centre of the beam, L ,B alid dare the beam's length,
width and depth of its cross-section, respectively. You ~nlisthave directly measured 4 1 , b
and d to know Y.Now, as you know, each of the directly lncasured quantities possesses
some error. So the question now is to esti~natethe error in a quantity, which is a function of
several directly measured quantities, if wc know tl~eerrors in their measurements. This is
what you are going to learn in the next section.

7.4.2

Random Error Estimation for Indirect Measurements

Let us consider the problem of estimating error in a quantity Q which is a function of n
other quantities ul, u2, u3, ....,u,,.

...

The quantities ul, 112, U, are directly measured. Let the random errors h these quantities
be + A ul, * A u2, .... + A un. These errors will give rise to a random error, say Q 1 A Q in Q.
If the random errors are small, Ihe best value of Q (say G )will be that calculated from the
mean values Of the measured quantities Zl, i&, ....i?,. Then, provided that the function
Q ( ul, u2, ...., un ) is continuous, we can make use of the result

where A ui, A u2, ...., A u,, represent small deviations £rom ul, u2,... u,, respectively, and
AQ represents the corresponding deviation of Q Lom

.....

a.The partial derivrtiver 9
etc. arc
a
41

...

evaluated at the mean values Zl, &,
If a large numberN of sets of values of ul, u2, I',
are measured, the standard deviation UQ of the resulting N values of Q can be obtained fioin
Eq. (7.14) as

whereAQi = e i - Q ,

i

=

1,2,.N

.

Using Eq.(7.17) we can write

? I

-

When the quantity within the brackets nrl Beright hand side is scruated,. we get two types
.- of t e r n

Spend
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One kind of terms are squares like

ststistics

The other kind are 'cross' terms like

Since A ul,A u2etc. represent normal errors they are just as likely to be positive as negative.
So the sum of the large number-of cross terms will be close to zero, or in any case much
smaller than the sum of the square terms. We can prove this result rigorously for normal
distribution provided the variables are independent. Without going into these details here,
we drop the aoss terms and write

...,

Since the partial derivatives are computed at the respective mean values ii,, &, they are
1
2
2
constants and have been taken out of the summation. Now, N - 1 2 ( Aui ) is simply aui.
Thus, we obtain

We can express this result in a compact form as

where the partial derivatives are computed at the mean values al, U2,....
standard error in the mean, we have

where

c. In terms of the

a;-.is the standard error in the mean of ui. The best value of Q is written as
Q =

(7.22)

Let us consider an example to illustrate the use of Eq. (7.22).

Example 4
The combined resistanceR of two resistors (of resistance R1 and R2) comected in parallel is given by

*

Determine the best value of R, given that R, = ( 200 5 ) Q and R2 = ( 600 10 ) St. The
errors in R and R2 are the standard errors in the mean.
Solution

The mean value of R is

aR and dR at R,l =
To use Eq. (7.22) we must calculateaR1

aR2

z1and R2 x2:
a

aa

R;
(R, +R2)'

E

=

-

(ZOO $2 )2
1
(800 S Z ) ~ 16

Hence Eq.(7.21) gives

Therefore, the 'lest value of R is ( 150 + 3 ) !2

-

.

We end this section with an exercise for you.
SAQ S

The ~nodulusof rigidity of a wire is given by

where L and rare the length and radius, respectively, of the wire. The angle 8 is the
magnitude of angular displacement when the wire is sublected to a torque N. The following
measurements are made for r., I, at~dO/N:
r

-

1.00 r 0.02 mm

(3/N = 4.00

+ 0.10 rad N'

m-I

Obtainthe best value of n.
To sum up, in this section you have studied the types of errors that arise in experinlental
measurements. You have also learnt to estimate tbe standard error in the mean for random
errors arising in directly and indirectly measured variables.
Let us now summarise the coiltents of this unit.

0

The correlation coefficient determi~~es
the strength of linear association between two
variables. It is given as
'AT

d n g ( ~ ~ ) - ( z x4 )n ~( ~ y 2 ) - ( ~ y ) '
where n is the number of pairs of data points. A value of rXyclose to +1 or -1 indicates
high correlation. When rxy is close to zero, correlation is low. However, a high
correlation between two variables does not indicate a cause-effect relationship.
@

Regression analysis is used,to estimate the value of one variable Born lhat of the other.
For linear relationship between two variables, the method of least squares can be used to
obtain the equation of the regression Une, which is
A

y
where

-

a+bx

Sped
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and n is the number of pairs of data points. The regression equation allows us to predict the
value of y for any value of x which lies within the range of the x values in the given data.
@

The regression equation can be used to fit data which suggest a non-linear relationship
between variables, provided the relationship is reducible to linear forms. Some useful
transformatiollsto linearise relationships are given below:
-

transforma tion

function
y = ce

hr

y = cx d

y

=.

y

y'

=

a+bx

I O ~ Y *, X= l0gx

y*

3

a+bx'

b

X

X

* =1
-

y = a+bx"

x

.= v = 1

y=c+ds:

@

'a

y * = Iny

a+x

@

forin of linear regression equation

1

X

y e = a+bx'

The standard error of estimate which measures the scatter of the observed values
around the regression line is given by

Errors in measurement can be classified into two categories - systematic errors and
random errors. Systematic errors arise koln imperfection in measuring instruments,
change in ambient conditions or the physical limitations of an observer. Systematic
errors can be eliminated, if discovered, by careful experimentation. Random errors arise
due to unknown reasons which cannot be controlled by the experiments. It is possible to
estimate random en-ors statistically. The underlying assumption in random error
estimation is that most experimental observations obey the Gaussian distributioi.
The standard error in a set of n measured values of a single variable is given by

where di = xi -F is the residual.
Here ris the mean value of the measured variable. It is usual to quote the best value of the result as
X

where a,

-

" Y*um
a / f i is the standard error in the mean.

The standard error in the mean for a quantity Q which is a function of n direct1y
measured quantities ( ul, u2, ...., U; ) is given by

where uq is the standard error in the mean of q The best value of Q is written as

Q - G*oa

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

7.6
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1.

In an experiment to determine the Young's modulus of a steel bar by the optical lever
method, the following readings were recorded

Loadx
(g)
Shift

(cm)

0

10

0

0.55

20

30

40

50

1.20 1.95 2.60 3.30

60

70

4.00 4.75

80

90

100

120

5.45

6.05

6.75

8.10

I

I

j
!

t

r
1

i

Obtain the correlation coefficiellt, the regression equation and the standard emor of estimate
for the data.
The refractive index of a glass prism is given by

2.

A +D
sin -;;-

whereA is the angle of the prism and D is the angle of minimum deviation. The results of
several measurements ofA and D for sodium light are tabulated below.

Calculate the best value of p for sodium light.

SOLUTIONS AND ANSWERS

7.7

$A@ (Self-assessment Questions)

Y ( dynes2 cmd2) ZY ( dynes cm-' "C)
5476.0
740.0

T ( 'C )

Y ( dynes cm-' )

T2( "C )2

10

74.0

100

20

73.0

400

5329.0

1460.0

30

71.0

900

5041.0

U30.0

40

70.0

1600

4900.0

2800.0

50
60
2 T= 210

68.0

2500

4624.0

3400.0

66.0

3600

4356.0

3960.0

1)

2Y

-

422

2 T2

-

9100

2y2

a

29726.0

?Y- 14490.0

With the above results we can compute rw for the given data:

2)

The rekession equation i6

P - a+bT
where b

m

6(14490.0)-(210) (422)
6 (9100)-(210)~

Thus, the equation that fits the given data is

? = 75.9-0.16
3.

T

k t us draw up the table for the calculations and use Eq. (7.3b) to estimate the slope
which is nothing but the regression caefficient b.

AppEcmUons h Physics

Probability end
sitatisties

The slope of y vs. M line is

The standard error of estimate in the value of y is given by Eq. (7.4b). For
calculating se we also require the value of the regression coefficient a , which is
given by Eq. (7.3b)

The standard error of estimate is given from

4.

We will calculate the mean of the sannple and the residual of each measurement, and
use 4 s . (7.14) and (7.15)

and the standard error of the mean is
om= 65

Thus the best value of the number of a -particles emitted per minute is
N = ( 35950 165 )
5.

The mean value of n i s

-n =

I

2z
n (/

or 7i = 8.0 x

60

1%

I-,&

i

)

~1 x

( loJ

2 x 0.5 m
111 )4 x 4 rad N'

m-I

&.
aL ' dr

We now have to obtain tlle values of -

-

.-.

7.0 lo9

The bkst value of n is ( 8.0 zt 0.7 ) x 10" N m-2.
.

Terminhi Questions
1.

Let us construct the relevant table for the calculatiol~s.

The wrrelation coefficient r ,

5

,

12 ( 3557.00 ) - ( 670 ) ( 44.7)

This indicates a very high linear correlation.The linear regressio~lcoefficients are

The regression equation for the data is
h

y

--

0,0998+ 0.0685 x

The standard error of estimate is

--- -

dn at the mean values L,r, BIN :
a (FIN)

Appli~~tions
in Fhysics
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2.

We have to h t determine the standard e m in the mean for the measurementsof A and L.
Standard error in the mean forA
-

1
a,$ = -xlO2
20

-

and ax

=5

O"2'

Standard error in the mean forD

1
a&=-x10=0:5
20

and

a~=Oal'

Now the best value of p is given by
CI " P * * i

where a5 is to be computed using Eq. (7.21) and

-

CI"

A+B

. 60°4'+48"20'

sin 7 sin
L

=

T'

sin -,
2

+-,
L

sin ( 30" 2' )

From Eq.(7.21)
"

cos

("+)

sin
and

*

sin (A+)

(4)--

2 sin

($1

tan

($)

The values of

aA

and

*have

aD

to be evaluated at^ = zand D =

d~ , Lcos(54" 12') 1
2 sill ( 30" 2' )

dA

1cos ( 54" 12' )

sin ( 54"12' )
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:

~

-? sin ( 30" 2' ) tan ( 30" 2' )
= 0.58

dD = 2 sin ( 30" 2' )

For the remaining calculrmtions,we have to coilvert to radian units in which
c q = 0.00058 rad and

:.
.:

= 0.00029 rad

o$ = (0.64) (0.00058)~+ (0.34) (0.00029)~

q

=

0.0005

Thus, the best v a l u ~of p iQ (1.6205

t

0.0005).

